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Writing on Travel: the French view

Nowadays travel writing is abundant. It is an important element in many fictional works but can also stand alone as factual. Not only are there books, but certain newspapers carry whole sections devoted to the genre. In recent years it has spawned an increasing number of television programmes. It is also something that most people in our society will have tried at some time or other through the common custom of sending a postcard from abroad, the idea being to describe some aspect of the place visited. This presupposes that writing is transparent, an objective transcription of what one sees. In literary works, descriptions of places are often treated as factual – enjoying a status different from the rest of the work – so that before a recent visit to Edinburgh, I was advised to pay a visit to the pub where Rebus drinks. 
	Yet despite this pull towards the real, it is a genre – a piece of text – like any other. Writing about travel has for a long time had close links with literary modes. It has its rules and norms. The postcard writers are always having a wonderful time and wish the reader were with them. Even the subversions are conventional as when the writer implies that the reason for the wonderful time is the absence of the reader. Similarly, more serious travel writing will also follow certain patterns – the primary role of the writer as witness, the telling illustrative anecdote, the interesting locals, the food and drink, the disaster and so on. At all times the focus is on the reader at home. What is abroad is always tied in to the reader’s experience and expectations. Travel writing is writing for the one who is not travelling. The writer needs to bring home the strange and new. 
	Furthermore, where it might be expected to confirm the existence of an independent, transcendent subject, travel undermines it. In traditional modes of writing, the subject is displaced in space (and time) but in whatever new context it finds itself, it always remains itself, the new context throwing into relief the subject’s inherent qualities while being commented upon. So travel is a means of self-discovery as well as the exploration of the other – the whole process being a means of personal growth and development. The subject grows in wisdom and judgement and affirms belief in a coherent, universal set of values. However, in reality, travelling can frequently be an unsettling experience and it can be argued that this is because the new and different places to which travel brings the subject, places it under strain and shows that, far from being transcendent, the subject is contingent. The Guardian-reading academic is no longer such when he or she is translated to a country where the Guardian is not readily available. The values held by a subject in one country are not independent of their context  but are shown to be relative. This is not to deny the existence of the subject but merely to point out that it is a construct, made up of parts that may at any time be removed or replaced. 
Consequently, in travelling, the subject opens itself to challenge and change. Some of this may be tolerated or even welcomed – as, for example, might be the case when the Guardian-reading academic purchases Le Monde in France. Other changes may be resisted. This accounts for English breakfasts or roast beef served in Spanish resorts. Even countries relatively undeveloped from the tourism point of  view, such as Laos, will boast internet cafés and restaurants catering to the food fads of the gap-year back-packers – and this for people who claim to be in search of the real experience. Rather, they seek to have that which defines them at home. They want, to a greater or lesser extent, to carry their context with them or to have it reproduced wherever they are so as to avoid the risks to the self that a new context would entail. The anxiety of travellers fuels globalisation.
Casey Blanton appears to agree, with the proviso that things are now different, by noting: 
the tendency of all travelers until relatively recently to carry with them the unexamined values and norms of their own culture and to judge foreign cultures in the light of those habits of belief, thus establishing a kind of control over them.​[1]​
Implicit is the distinction between the modern phenomenon of mass travel – that of the tourist, which leads to the imposition of the familiar on the strange in order not to disturb the self – compared with a more individualistic and culturally sensitive form of travel – that of the traveller, which celebrates the strange. Indeed contemporary writers on travel distinguish themselves from the multitude, by trying, in Blanton’s words ‘to find otherness in a world dominated by sameness’.​[2]​ Thus they prefer to write about travels in developing countries, avoiding the tourist resorts that offer full English breakfast in a sweltering heat. However, as the example of Laos mentioned above shows, it is difficult to keep the tourists at bay – a subject treated in Alex Garland’s The Beach.
This attempt to control the experience can be seen in Modernist literary travel writing in its attempts to get to grips with the unfamiliar, to convey it and its impact on human subjectivity. Since the Modernist writer is a wanderer, a flâneur, observing a world that is strange to him, there is thus already a feeling of dislocation. In addition, Modernist writers are also acutely aware of the fragility of the self in a world where values are no longer fixed. In Baudelaire’s world correspondences are no longer vertical (or transcendental) but horizontal. Spatial movement assumes importance. Meaning travels along sequences of signifiers, never reaching a point of fixity. 
It is not surprising therefore that, as Helen Carr points out, in the Modernist period :
Any account of travel writing in this period must take note of the fact that in these years a remarkable number of novelists and poets were travelling writers, whether or not they were also travel writers, as indeed a number were.​[3]​
The purpose of this article is to look at the work of these travelling writers in particular. It proposes to look at three French authors – Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Gide – focussing on how writing about travel is treated in certain key literary works. Thus, although Gide is well known for his travel writing and Rimbaud, after forsaking poetry, wrote of his travels in Africa and Aden, even planning a work on Abyssinia, the emphasis is on how the experience of travel is dealt with in their literary production. It examines the interface between literature and travel writing, that meeting place of mutual support and mutual challenge akin to the meeting of two cultures that occurs in the experience of travel itself. It will show that even though each author approached the problem/challenge of writing about far away places in different ways, at all times the experience is made intelligible/read through the prism of expectations formed by other, anterior readings/writings. The paradox, however, remains that, as pointed out above, such a person, no less that the one who dashes off a postcard, is always writing home. Thus it is not so much a matter of defamiliarising that which we are accustomed to seeing as familiarising the strange. This is done by relating to and in the familar modes of writing. What one will find is that such literary travel writing is moving from/out of the conventions of other forms of writing. This will leave its trace in the tensions, often very productive, that constitute a major part of the experience of reading such works. 
	One of Baudelaire’s earliest poems is to a ‘dame créole’:
Au pays parfumé que le soleil caresse,
J’ai connu, sous un dais d’arbres tout empourprés
Et de palmiers où pleut sur les yeux la paresse,
Une dame créole aux charmes ignorés.

Son teint est pâle et chaud; la brune enchanteresse
A dans le cou des airs noblement maniérés;
Grande et svelte en marchant comme une chasseresse,
Son sourire est tranquille et ses yeux assurés.​[4]​
The lady is a real person, Mme Autard de Bragard. Baudelaire met her in Mauritius in 1841. The sonnet first appeared in a letter to her husband where Baudelaire makes it clear that he is writing at the behest of the latter:
Vous m’avez demandé quelques vers à Maurice pour votre femme, et je ne vous ai pas oublié.  Comme il est bon, décent, et convenable que des vers addressés à une dame par un jeune homme passent par les mains de son mari avant d’arriver à elle, c’est à vous que je les envoie, afin que vous ne les lui montriez que si cela vous plaît.​[5]​
This comment shows the complex relationship between text and reader. There are various distinct, if fluid, categories of reader. First there the husband who is treated like a patron, the commissioner of a work and one who has rights of approval. Second there is Madame Autard who reads the poem as a tribute to herself. Allied to this are the general readers who also read the poem, when it appears subsequently in Les Fleurs du mal, as a poem of praise. It thus refers to the familiar conventions of the genre: the woman is beautiful; only the poet fully appreciates her; and she moves gracefully. At this level the poem is not a example of travel writing. On the contrary, it is being sent from the metropolitan centre to the colony. It is home writing to abroad. 
However, for a third category of readers (one that does not necessarily exclude those in the second) its publication in Les Fleurs du mal also permits it to be read as a piece of travel writing. There is, in the first quatrain of the sonnet, a exoticism that seems to overcome sense by playing on the senses. This is not the world that would be familiar to the reader, the world of a wet, cold, smelly bustling northern capital such as nineteenth-century Paris – or, as we shall see, London. Rather, it is full of sunlight, one that caresses and lulls while the sense of smell is similarly overwhelmed and delighted by the perfume that characterises not one person but the whole place. Sight is surprised by the ‘arbres tout empourprés’ but the effect is not a jolt but a delight, soothed as we are by the repetitions of the ‘ou’ sounds and the ‘p’ sounds which echo ‘pays parfumé’. This is also picked up by the later ‘pleut’ and ‘paresse’. Thus instead of the cold, unpleasant rain, languor drops on the eyelids. Against this background of consciousness slipping away, the clash between ‘J’ai connu’ and ‘ignorés’ stands out. The act of conscious apprehension by the ‘je’ contrasts with the fact that the woman’s charms have not been apprehended by others. ‘Charmes’ which can also mean spell suggests the power of the woman to impinge upon the poet’s consciousness, making him aware of something powerful and new. The modifier ‘ignorés’ suggests that the power to enchant and enthrall is being used in order to prevent this marvellous place becoming too known. It will hold the poet in his spell so that there will be no hordes of travellers. Indeed the image of the ‘chasseresse’ suggests Circe who enchanted men and turned them into animals (robbed of sense) in order to hunt them. In this way none could escape her kingdom. 
On another level, the word ‘charmes’, as in Paul Valéry’s  collection of the same name, can apply to the poem itself. It is its linguistic enchantment that is beguiling, that seeks to hide from us the truth by getting us to acquiesce in our own subordination as though it were natural:
Si vous alliez, Madame, au vrai pays de gloire,
Sur les bords de la Seine ou de la verte Loire,
Belle digne d’orner les antiques manoirs,

Vous feriez, à l’abri des ombreuses retraites,
Germer mille sonnets dans le cœur des poètes,
Que vos grands yeux rendraient plus soumis que vos noirs.​[6]​
This appears to be simply further praise of the woman’s power. Yet the convention of the poem springing naturally from the poet’s breast (like Athene, the goddess of Art, from the head of Zeus) is but a convention. It hides the labour that goes into it – and the sonnet is an intricate form needs a lot of hard work. 
Furthermore, as Baudelaire’s comments quoted above show, this Madame Autard has not caused this sonnet to grow naturally in the heart of the poet but rather it was at the behest of her husband – a fact hidden by the poem. She is its subject just as in the patriarchal set-up of her marriage she is subject (‘soumise’) to her husband. He is the source of power and authority for he commands the poet and his wife just as he commands the black slaves. Indeed, the last line evokes a complex of responses. It reminds us that the economic base of this expatriate society  is slavery and it also reminds us of the prevailing beliefs in the superiority of some human beings over another. A poetic conceit has an unpleasant economic and social reality underpinning it. If the heart of the poem evokes at the end of the octave the woman’s tranquil smile and assured look, suggesting a self-sufficiency, the ending denies this. Her position as a woman of charm and beauty depends on economic forces that she is oblivious of and it is these that give her a meaning.
She is also the product of the poem – her ‘charmes’ are dependent on Baudelaire’s ‘charme’ – and, at the beginning of the sestet, the poets of the Renaissance such as Du Bellay and Ronsard who came from the Loire Valley are recalled. In this way an alternative origin, another paternal structure, is suggested. The poem functions effectively because it harks back to the originary Renaissance sonneteers and follows the conventions that they laid down. The ‘si’-clause that opens the sestet takes this woman from a strange land back to the familiar traditions of French poetry. She travels home – an anomaly since as a ‘créole’ she was born in Mauritius. Her power to inspire derives from her place in tradition, by its permission – just as Baudelaire’s letter points out that he is respecting the convention of the husband’s power over his wife by only writing with permission. Moreover, the ‘si’-clause imposes a condition: she must travel back to the source. She will only be able to exercise power if she returns to the heart of France’s literary traditions. In this way the poem turns out not to be just a celebration of abroad but a celebration of the return home. It is about home as much as about Mauritius. What the poem affirms is the dominating power of French literary traditions and values.
In Baudelaire, therefore, travel writing comes to be an avoidance of travel. ‘A une malabaraise’ carries more local colour but soon the writer is imagining this woman suffering in Paris and his question is why she should want to travel?​[7]​ ‘Invitation au voyage’ is just that, an invitation:
Mon enfant, ma soeur,
Songe à la douceur
D’aller là-bas vivre ensemble!​[8]​
The scenes are all in the poet’s imaginings. Abroad is the product of the writer’s mind.	Rimbaud, on the other hand, has observed his subject. The power of his writing about travel lies in the way the experience is expressed through the medium of poetry. In ‘Au Cabaret-Vert’, a meal in a Belgian hostelry is described in a sonnet – as already mentioned, a form with a long and distinguished pedigree in French, dating back to Ronsard and du Bellay:
Depuis huit jours, j’avais déchiré mes bottines
Aux cailloux des chemins. J’entrais à Charleroi.
–  Au Cabaret-Vert: je demandai des tartines
De beurre et du jambon qui fût à moitié froid.

Bienheureux, j’allongeai les jambes sous la table
Verte: je contemplai les sujets très naïfs
De la tapisserie. – Et ce fut adorable.
Quand la fille aux tétons énormes, aux yeux vifs,

– Celle-là, ce n’est pas un baiser qui l’épeure! – 
Rieuse, m’apporta des tartines de beurre,
Du jambon tiède, dans un plat colorié, 

Du jambon rose et blanc, parfumé d’une gousse
D’ail, – et m’emplit la chope immense, avec sa mousse
Que dorait un rayon de soleil arriéré.​[9]​
Robert Greer Cohn’s comment is apposite:
But in this early poem, the tone is all up-beat. He is warm, he is fed, he feasts his eyes on a very present and sumptuous Flemish woman, he drinks.​[10]​
Although the opening is not up-beat, it evokes a difficult and trying journey on foot in order to heighten the tone by contrast. It is a carefully crafted piece of writing – with a lurch into an oral or colloquial style in the ninth line – and it possesses the same qualities and features that one would find in a piece of travel writing or journalism for tourists. It focusses on food, physical surroundings and comfort, with a hint of sexual pleasures or at the least flirtation.
	The place and setting are real as Graham Robb points out in his recent biography of the poet. The tavern ‘in which everything was painted green’ was used by carters.​[11]​ The economic reality is being suppressed in favour of the picturesque. Leisure replaces labour. He also points out that:
‘the ham itself was probably fictitious since Rimbaud told Léon Billuart in a letter that, for supper, he had inhaled the smells of roasting meat that wafted up from “bourgeois” kitchens’.​[12]​
There is one other significant departure from what really happenened. Robb tells us how Rimbaud arrived in Charleroi by train and stayed initially with the father of an old school friend, des Essarts, but was asked to leave after he voiced some outrageous opinions on current politics so that he ended up sleeping rough.​[13]​ The opening of the poem gives a quite different impression. It implies that he had arrived on foot and that his first point of repose was the Cabaret-Vert. The mechanical means of transport is suppressed. It is also the case in the Baudelaire poem that the ship in which he travelled is not mentioned and the woman is transported back to the Loire in imaginative terms only. The modern, increasingly rapid and efficient forms of travel – the very things that make tourism possible and explain its rise from the nineteenth century onwards – are suppressed in favour of a more old-fashioned and slower means of travel. In Rimbaud’s case one reason is probably because the train implies crowds and mass transportation whereas here the focus is on the lone walker, the individual. The writer is a traveller not a tourist. Hence the emphasis is on the difficulty of the journey as though only an exceptional individual could have undertaken it.
Rimbaud’s description of his visit to the Cabaret-Vert is also – if not first and foremost – a piece of literature. The form is that of a sonnet as is the case with the Baudleaire poem examined earlier. Yet the details are seemingly prosaic. Rimbaud directs our attention to the feet, shod in boots that evoke tiredness and poverty. This is a far cry from the walk of Mme Autard: ‘Grande et svelte en marchant comme une chasseresse’. The aristocratic atmosphere of the Pléiade and the high bourgeois context of the Baudelaire example have been replaced by something more working class. The effect is of a poor man wearing a rich man’s clothes that somehow do not fit. In the Baudelaire sonnet, line endings coincide with sense groupings. The effect is one of mastery and flow. In Rimbaud, the ruptures are more disturbing as in ‘table/Verte’ or ‘gousse/D’ail’. This tends to minimise the rhymes that define the sonnet form. The outburst at the opening of the sestet is far from the more rarefied sentiments of the earlier sonnet. The tone of the interruption to the syntax is colloquial. It is as though the poet does not know the rules of etiquette for the sonnet – just as Rimbaud himself had expressed himself inappropriately at Des Essarts’ dinner table. There is also the repetition of words: ‘beurre’, ‘jambon’ and ‘tartines’. This is not food for the soul or the imagination but for a tired body. (Mme Autard may be compared to a ‘chasseresse’  but the effect is picturesque. There is no sense of here roaming the fields, looking for animals to kill for food.) Rimbaud’s is a world where things wear out. This is real time, not the holding of experience in a perspective that attempts to transcend time as in ‘A une dame créole’. The tenses used, with the past historic predominating, make the piece seem more like a narrative. It is a sequence of steps that tell of an event. 
Yet it is in that most elaborately poetic of forms, the sonnet. We read it therefore in accordance with the appropriate conventions. The prosaic is poeticised. We attribute significance to the details chosen. It enhances reality, making it seem more significant. Thus the enjambment of ‘table/Verte’ emphasises the greenness. However, the sonnet achieves more than that as Robert Greer Cohen points out:
The mood [of the last two lines] is still Flemish or Dutch rondeur, and we easily conjure up a scene of De Hooch or Vermeer (or Hals, Teniers or Terborch). But there are complex levels here: the simple full joy of the round ‘chope’ (with its o) is joined to the more sophisticated ambivalent pleasure of the half-light of the evening, in which the homecoming motif mingles as always its ‘underside’ of return to sleep – and death.[...]
	‘Mousse’ is a half-way substance in which air (or light) and water conjoin. It is suspended, fleeting as this artistic notation of a privileged moment.​[14]​
Ultimately, this is a poem. Writing about a visit to a carters’ pub is subservient to the sonnet form, no matter how much the subject matter with its line-breaking details of the ‘table/Verte’ and ‘gousse/D’ail’ may seek to disturb the form. The Cabaret-Vert exists within a poetic space that belongs to French literature. The poem is written from that stand point and that is how it is read.
	In Gide’s L’Immoraliste, travel is an essential part of the plot:
La diligence de Sfax quitte Sousse le soir à huit heures; elle traverse El Djem à une heure du matin. Nous avions retenu les places du coupé. Je m’attendais à trouver une guimbarde inconfortable; nous étions au contraire assez commodément installés. Mais le froid!... Par quelle puérile confiance en la douceur d’air du midi, légèrement vêtus tous les deux, n’avions-nous emporté qu’un châle? Sitôt sortis de Sousse et de l’abri de ses collines, le vent commença de souffler. Il faisait de grands bonds sur la plaine, hurlait, sifflait, entrait par chaque fente des portières; rien ne pouvait en préserver. Nous arrivâmes tout transis; moi, de plus, exténué par les cahots de la voiture, et par une horrible toux qui me secouait encore plus. Quelle nuit! – Arrivés à El Djem, pas d’auberge; un affreux bordj en tenait lieu. Que faire? La diligence repartait. Le village était endormi; dans la nuit qui paraissait immense on entrevoyait vaguement la masse lugubre des ruines; des chiens hurlait. Nous rentrâmes dans un salle terreuse où deux lits misérables étaient dressés. Marceline tremblait de froid, mais là du moins le vent ne nous atteignait plus.​[15]​
The above paragraph opens with a general remark about how to get to El Djem from Soussse – just as a guide book would. This writing about a real place and a real journey conveying practical information. The journey is potentially repeatable by the reader in a way that the two journeys already examined are not, given their suppression of the modes of travel. Furthermore, the exotic is foregrounded. Writing about the exotic is part of the book’s purpose. The narrator writes of what he observes. He describes the places and the people and how they interact with him and his wife. The names of the places are strange and derive from a language other than French. In addition the word ‘bordj’ is not French nor does it appear in the Petit Robert. It is a local word and one that unlike, for example, ‘couscous’ has not found a place in the familiar French lexicon. It introduces a moment of strangeness and though its meaning may be deduced from the context, the reader cannot be sure. Further more it substitutes for the more familiar ‘auberge’ which the narrator had expected to find. Contrast this with the ‘cabaret’ that sheltered Rimbaud. For all its greenness, it was at least a familiar setting – recognisable, something abroad that approximated to something at home. In Gide there are not such comforting resemblances. The ‘bordj’ is dank, dark, earthy and uncomfortable. 
	If Baudelaire’s observer of Mme Autard is an invisible, ethereal presence and Rimbaud’s narrator is wearing torn boots indicating the effects of the journey in physical terms, Gide’s account is even more insistent on the effects of the journey in physical, emotional and spiritual terms. It is the interaction of the narrator and his journey that is of interest. Rimbaud focusses on resting and refreshing oneself after the journey. Michel, Gide’s narrator, is shaken to the very core of his being. His certainties are dismantled. At first it is pleasurable when he discovers that the carriage is more comfortable than he expected but then the failure of the journey to conform to expectations becomes more and more distressing. He has not reckoned on the intense cold of the night. Neither had he expected to stay anywhere other than in an in. Instead, he has to put up in a local ‘bordj’ that substitutes for it. Abroad, for Gide’s narrator, is a strange and inhospitable place. It resists attempts to understand it in terms his past experience, an experience formed by French cultural norms.
	Just before the paragraph just quoted, the narrator writes of Tunis:
Mon intention était de n’y rester que peu de jours. Je vous confesserai ma sottise: rien dans ce pays neuf ne m’attirait que Carthage et quelques ruines romaines; Timgad, dont Octave m’avait parlé, les mosaïques de Sousse et surtout l’amphithéâtre d’El Djem, où je me proposais de courir sans retard. Il fallait d’abord gagner Sousse prendre la voiture des postes; je voulais que rien d’ici là ne fût digne de m’occuper.​[16]​
Michel had a plan but his intentions were thwarted by reality. In the clash between desire and event, our wishes are shown to be foolish and pointless. Furthermore, Michel was not visiting Tunisia but rather a representation of it, one that was based on his studies of Greco-Roman civilisation. He was seeking to have confirmed what he had represented to himself as being the country on the basis of what he had read in ancient authors. He was not interested in the now. Moreover, the issue of power and colonisation is raised. Michel wants to visit those places that mark the power of Greco-Roman civilisation. The earthiness of the ‘bordj’ disturbs those plans by presenting him with something more earthy, less civilised – something stranger. 
Travel writing is supposed to follow the journey and describe what is seen. Michel reminds us how representation precedes and determines. He would visit places not because they are there but because they have been written about. What is written determines what is seen. The relationship of observer and observed is thus more complicated than would first appear. The novel goes to pains to convince the reader of its veracity. The prologue and the first person narrative is designed to make it believable. This is the writer as witness. However, one of the key episodes, which is extracted on the back cover of the popular Folio edition, is where one of the Arab boys is seen stealing a pair of scissors while the narrator does nothing about it:
Un matin, j’eus une curieuse révélation sur moi-même: Moktir, le seul des protégés de ma femme qui ne m’irritât point (peut-être parce qu’il était beau), était seul avec moi dans ma chambre; jusqu’alors je l’aimais médiocrement, mais son regard brillant et sombre m’intriguait. Une curiosité que je ne m’expliquais pas bien me faisait surveiller ses gestes. J’étais debout auprès du feu, les deux coudes sur la cheminée, devant un livre, et je paraissais absorbé, mais pouvais voir se refléter dans la glace les mouvements de l’enfant à qui je tournais le dos. Moktir ne se savait pas observé et me croyait plongé dans la lecture. Je le vis s’approcher sans bruit d’une table où Marceline avait posé, près d’un ouvrage, une paire de petits ciseaux, s’en emparer furtivement, et d’un coup les engouffrer dans son burnous. Mon cœur battit avec force un instant, mais les plus sages raisonnements ne purent faire aboutir en moi le moindre sentiment de révolte. Bien plus! je ne parvins pas  à me prouver que le sentiment qui m’emplit alors fût autre chose que de la joie. Quand j’eus laissé à Moktir tout le temps de me bien voler, je me tournai de nouveau vers lui et lui parlai comme si rien ne s’était passé. Marceline aimait beaucoop cet enfant; pourtant ce ne fut pas je crois, la peur de la peiner qui me fit, quand je la revis, plutôt que dénoncer Moktir, imaginer je ne sais quelle fable pour expliquer la perte des ciseaux. A partir de ce jour, Moktir devint mon préféré.​[17]​
This could have happened but it is easily recognisable as the re-writing of a famous scene in the seventeenth-century novel, La Princesse de Clèves:
Mme la Dauphine était assise sur le lit et parlait bas à Mme de Clèves qui était debout devant elle. Mme de Clèves aperçut par un des rideaux, qui n’était qu’à demi fermé, M. de Nemours, le dos contre la table, qui était au pied du lit, et elle vit que, sans tourner la tête, il prenait adroitement quelque chose sur cette table. Elle n’eut pas de peine à deviner que c’était son portrait, et elle en fut si troublée que Mme la dauphine remarqua qu’elle ne l’écoutait pas et lui demanda tout haut ce qu’elle regardait. M. de Nemours se tourna à ces paroles; il rencontra les yeux de Mme de Clèves, qui étaient encore attachés sur lui, et il pensa qu’il n’était pas impossible qu’elle eût vu ce qu’il venait de faire.​[18]​
The points of similarity are most striking. The major ones are the act of theft, the observation and the complicity. It is also significant that we learn elsewhere that the portrait belongs to Mme de Clèves’ husband just as the scissors belong to to Marceline, Michel’s wife. The theft is against the spouse of the observer and the act of observation and the refusal to do anything about it in either case means that the observer consents in the injury to his or her partner. In fact, at that moment, the the person committing the theft is revealed as being dearer to the observer than the legitimate partner. The theft is a double transgression and creates a bond between the observer and observed. 
	This is the point of the similarity between the two texts. The earlier one guides and shapes our interpretation of the later. The basic events could be interpreted in a straight forward way. Michel observes a child commit a minor offense and to spare the child pain and ostracism, says nothing out of sheer goodness. However, La Princesse de Clèves is the story of the impossible (because not socially or morally sanctioned) attraction between two people. It is a novel of desire and an acute analysis of human feelings. Thus certain features of Gide’s text stand out as being particularly significant such a as the phrase: ‘le seul des protégés de ma femme qui ne m’irritât point (peut-être parce qu’il était beau)’. The attraction of Michel for the boy becomes plain, a point confirmed by the end of the passage quoted: ‘A partir de ce jour, Moktir devint mon préféré’. When Michel says: ‘Bien plus! je ne parvins pas  à me prouver que le sentiment qui m’emplit alors fût autre chose que de la joie’, the protestation is interpreted by the reader as an act of self-deception (not unlike those that are so pitilessly dissected by Mme de Lafayette). It is clear that it is not just joy that motivates Michel. 
	Another important aspect of the relationship between Michel and Moktir is highlighted by the reference to La Princesse de Clèves. One of the important elements of the novel is the imbrication of desire and power. To give oneself to someone is to put oneself in his or her power. This can see-saw as is shown by the passage quoted. Nemours is at the mercy of the Mme de Clèves but when she says nothing, she loses  that advantage. This is a key difference with the Gide passage. The fact that Marcel says nothing gives him a feeling of power over the boy, a fact confirmed by the use of the phrase ‘mon préféré’. Moktir is now viewed by Marcel as being someone in whose doings he has a legitimate interest – a phrase that recalls not just the politics of the pre-Civil War period during which La Princesse de Clèves is set but also, and more importantly, the fact that Marcel is a diplomat. The North African is treated not as an autonomous, responsible human being but as a dependent on another, more powerful person. He is treated as the Great Powers treated the African states in the Imperial period. 
	Desire is linked to power. This has been a theme of the pieces that we have looked at by Baudelaire and Rimbaud. In ‘A une dame créole’, Mme Autard is treated as a powerful, commanding presence. Baudelaire abases himself (and the tribe of poets) before this beautiful woman. Her spiritual power is translated into economic terms as we have seen, with the reference to ‘vos noirs’. The letter to her husband is also about the acknowledgement of power. Yet, the soonet is a strategy that seeks to encompass and control that power within parameters that are metropolitan rather that local. In Rimbaud the situation is less complex. As Graham Robb has pointed out, the ordering of the buttered bread and ham is probably a figment of the imagination. However, by making it a part of the sonnet and including it with drinking beer and the sexual remarks makes a link between appetite and desire. The scene at the inn is about satisfying appetites. Furthemore, it places Rimbaud in the dominant position of being the one who commands. This is the point about travel writing. Power is wielded by the traveller. 
This is important when we consider the implications of L’Immoraliste. The linking of power and desire is in the context of this particular story extremely disturbing for readers of the early twenty-first century. There is no doubt as to the status of Moktir as a child. Furthermore, age and desire are firmly linked in Michel’s mind. He has already made the acquaintance of local children, one of whom, Lassif, is twelve year old:
Le jour suivant je vis un frère de Lassif: il était un peu plus âgé, moins beau; il se nommait Lachmi.​[19]​ 
The same person can evoke different reactions according to age. Charles Bocage at the age of seventeen appears attractive. Indeed, his attractiveness is linked to age: ‘Il semblait n’avoir que quinze ans, tant la clarté de son regard était demeurée enfantine’.​[20]​ A year later and he is not so attractive. He is perceived as ‘un absurde Monsieur’ – the adult title contrasting with the earlier use of ‘enfantine’.​[21]​ There can be no doubt that the novel is not about homosexual desire but about paedophilia. Michel is attracted to young boys and as the passage quoted above shows, the relationship is one of power of the older over the younger. Such relationships are not tolerated now any more than they were in Gide’s day – if for different reasons. At the beginning of the twentieth-century the important fact was that Michel and Moktir were both male whereas nowadays it is the fact that Moktir is a child that is important. If anything, the desires of Michel for Moktir and the young Charles Bocage are less acceptable now. 
However, just as in the Baudelaire poem, the power relationship is complex, so in L’Immoraliste the relationship is more complex than it appears. The incident forms the focal point later in the novel when Ménalque returns the scissors to Michel recounting how he had met Moktir who had told him of the incident from his point of view. This account confirms Michel’s observations with one major exception, according to Ménalque:
Vous avez vu le vol et vous n’avez rien dit! Moktir s’est montré fort surpris de ce silence... moi aussi.​[22]​
Moktir knew he was being watched but said nothing. Ménalque recognises that this knowledge places Michel in the boy’s power:
Là n’est pas l’important; vous jouiez au plus fin; à ce jeu ces enfants nous rouleront toujours.​[23]​
The dominated can strike back. However, this striking of the weak against the strong, the exploited against the exploiter, the powerless against the powerful is presented as being illegitimate. The verb ‘rouler’ means to diddle or cheat, to take unfair advantage. It reminds us of those paedophiles who blame the child. Thus in L’Immoraliste there is a sense of danger at the heart of travel. The powerful puts himself at risk. In Michel’s case, it is his safety and physical health that is at risk. As a result of his night in the ‘bordj’ he develops a serious respiratory illness and almost dies. Yet it is not his life that is taken. As Michel recovers and grows stronger, it is his wife, Marceline who grows weak and dies. It is as though he feeds, vampire-like (and Dracula  also features travel), on his wife. 
	L’Immoraliste is a profoundly disturbing work. It cannot be classified as an attempt to break free from stultifying bourgeois values. Nor can it be seen as going ahead of us into uncharted moral territory. It shows the price of travel – the factor that had been concealed in the earlier works. It is a subversive work. Travel is a subversive act. It subverts values, not just ones that other people hold and to which we feel we cannot subscribe without being limited or inauthentic but also those that we ourselves believe in. Michel’s desires show that his freedom of sexual expression clashes with other no less (if not more) important values. It is this clash which is disturbing. The novel appears to present without adverse comment a set of values that would genuinely offend. The reader travels in the moral universe of L’Immoraliste. He or she may observe but like a traveller in a foreign country may find that customs are abhorrent to them but yet may appear normal to the inhabitants of that country. This is the outcome of the traveller’s attempt, as Blanton said in the quotation above, ‘to carry with them the unexamined values and norms of their own culture and to judge foreign cultures in the light of those habits of belief’. The dilemma for the traveller is: either accept the rights of others to do what you consider wrong or seek to compel others to adopt behaviour that fit in with your view of what is right or wrong. Often the former is the only realistic course but at the cost of considerable disquiet to the conscience of the traveller. This is perhaps why, when abroad, we so often seek to find reassuring elements from home.
	But is home really so reassuring? In ‘Villes’ from  Les Illuminations, Rimbaud writes:
L’Acropole officielle outre les conceptions de la barbarie moderne les plus colossales. Impossible d’exprimer le jour mat produit par ce ciel immuablement gris, l’éclat impérial des bâtisses, et la neige du sol. On a reproduit dans un goût d’énormité singulier toutes les merveilles classiques de l’architecture.​[24]​
This is a strange and disorientating description. What can it depict? Suzanne Bernard, following Underwood, suggests that ‘Acropole officielle’ is a reference to the Crystal Palace.​[25]​ In short, this is London seen by a writer from abroad and one, moreover, who comes from a country that is closer in status to the place described than has hitherto been the case. For many readers of this article, it represents a turning of the tables in that this is an English scene described by a foreigner – those who are accustomed to being the country of origin of travel writers are here the subjects of the text, though at some remove in time. 
	Rimbaud is describing what he sees as significant. He is remarking on things that people for whom London is home would not see as important because they are so used to them. He is defamiliarising the familiar for Londoners – except that his readership is not the English. He is thus conveying in terms that would be familiar to the French, what he has observed in London. He is writing home. With this in mind, the French-speaking English reader has an opportunity to experience his or her home through the eyes of a foreign writer. In this way, ‘home’ is decentered. It is no longer the fixed reference point but in the flux of the Modern(ist) world is always relative. In former times, travel was goal orientated. It was a departure to go somewhere in order to do something and then, usually return. In the era of tourism, of Thomas Cook, the focus is on the process – just as in Modernist literature, the focus is so much more on the medium, language. 
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